Au Nanocage-Strengthened Dissolving Microneedles for Chemo-Photothermal Combined Therapy of Superficial Skin Tumors.
For superficial skin tumors (SST) with high incidence, surgery and systemic therapy are relatively invasive and possible to cause severe side effect, respectively. Yet, topical therapy is confronted with the limited transdermal capacity because of the stratum corneum barrier layer of skin. Therefore, it is crucial to develop a highly effective and minimally invasive alternative transdermal approach for treating SST. Here, we developed gold nanocage (AuNC)- and chemotherapeutic drug doxorubicin (DOX)-loaded hyaluronic acid dissolving microneedle (MN) arrays. The loaded AuNCs are not only reinforcers to enhance the mechanical strength of the MNs, but also effective agents for photothermal therapy to obtain effective transdermal therapy for SST. The resultant MNs can effectively penetrate the skin, dissolve in the skin and release cargoes within the tumor site. Photothermal effect of AuNCs initiated by near-infrared laser irradiation combined with the chemotherapy effect of DOX destroyed tumors synergistically. Moreover, we verified the potent antitumor effects of the DOX/AuNC-loaded MNs after four administrations to SST-bearing mice without obvious side effects. Therefore, the drug/AuNC-loaded dissolving MN system provides a promising platform for effective, safe, minimally invasive combined treatment of SST.